Note: Once the puzzle is complete, draw a line connecting the circled squares in alphabetical order, then back to the first letter, to reveal a sartorial signature of 61-Across.

ACROSS
1. Fabian Society member who won the 1925 Nobel Prize in Literature
5. Site of infamous seventeenth-century trials
10. Sound a banshee might make
14. LOL alternative
15. Treasure
16. Red in the face?
17. Authoritatively declare
18. I’m Real singer Jennifer
19. Mug, e.g.
20. Small pellet used in packing
22. Breezy pants
24. Wrap up
25. Cornhole projectile
29. Slangy refusal
30. Associate, metaphorically
32. Bad place to be left
35. Goliath, to David
36. Radiation ray
40. LeBron’s first NBA team, informally
41. Felt nostalgic (for)
43. Not of the clergy
44. Hirohito, e.g.
46. Hardly stuffed
48. Become less taut
49. Street of horror-movie fame
50. Duplicious
51. Anonymous Jane
52. Like some New England roads in winter
53. It allows you to search the text of a scanned PDF
55. Canal locale
58. When ___ Last in the D–oor-yard Bloom’d (Whitman poem)
61. To whom this puzzle is in tribute
64. ___ bowl (trendy, fruity dish)
65. Dog-training aid
66. Much-feared civil procedure doctrine
67. Judicial garb
68. It makes waste
69. Into the wee hours

DOWN
1. Rhombus or trapezoid
2. Safe harbor
3. Leading in the polls
4. Give a heads-up
5. Like some butter or caramel
6. Without further ___
7. Hack (off)
8. Palindromic preposition
9. Spirit distilled from agave
10. Maker of a papery nest
11. Oak, in a nutshell?
12. Indira Gandhi was the first woman to serve as its prime minister
13. ___ law (rule for pet owners)
21. App with a “Split Fare” feature
23. Bursting with anticipation
26. Uphold on appeal
27. Element used in bright signs
28. Censors (out)
30. First, second, or third
31. Leave the bargaining table
32. Excellent, slangily
33. Teacher of Tibetan Buddhism
34. Common rating for primetime programming
37. Marian (Robin Hood’s love interest)

38. Japanese soup seasoning
39. Pain in the neck
41. Learned individual
42. One of the “Big Four” accounting firms
45. Brief roundup
47. Word with life or water
52. Concave navel
54. Gaspard de la nuit composer
55. Slightly, in a musical score
56. Monomaniacal Melville character
57. Person’s general vibe
58. Where it’s best to do a 180?
59. Michael of JUNO and Arrested Development
60. Agitated state
61. Pianist’s tip receptacle
62. ___ MIS
63. “Get it now?”
ANSWER KEY

SHAW  SALEM  WAIL
HAHA  ADORE  ACNE
AVER  LOPEZ  SODA
PEANUT  CAPRIS
END  BEANBAG  NAH
BEDFELLOW
ALTA  FOE  GAMMA
CAVS  PINED  LAIC
EMPEROR  PECKISH
SAGE  ELMS  SLY  DOE
ICY  OCR
PANAMA  LILACS
JOHNPAULSTEVENS
ACAIA  TREAT  ERIE
ROBE  HASTE  LATE